Contribution of NK(2) tachykinin receptors to propulsion in the rabbit distal colon.
The role of the tachykinin neurokinin (NK)(2) receptors on rabbit distal colon propulsion was investigated by using two selective NK(2)-receptor antagonists, MEN-10627 and SR-48968. Experiments on colonic circular muscle strips showed that contractile responses to [beta-Ala(8)]NKA-(4-10) (1 nM-1 microM), a selective NK(2)-receptor agonist, were competitively antagonized by MEN-10627 (1-100 nM), whereas SR-48968 (0.1-10 nM) caused an insurmountable antagonism, thus confirming the difference in the mode of action of the two compounds. Colonic propulsion was elicited by distending a mobile rubber balloon with 0.3 ml (submaximal stimulus) or 1.0 ml (maximal stimulus) of water. The velocity of anal displacement of the balloon (mm/s) was considered the main propulsion parameter. At low concentrations (1.0-100 nM and 0.1-10 nM, respectively), MEN-10627 and SR-48968 facilitated the velocity of propulsion, whereas at high concentrations (100 nM and 1 microM, respectively) they decelerated propulsion. The excitatory and inhibitory effects of both antagonists were observed only with submaximal stimulus. We focused on the hypothesis that the facilitatory effect on propulsion may result from blockade of neuronal NK(2) receptors and the inhibitory effect from suppression of the excitatory transmission mediated by NK(2) receptors on smooth muscle cells. In the presence of N(G)-nitro-L-arginine (300 microM), a nitric oxide synthase inhibitor, MEN-10627, at a concentration (10 nM) that was found to accelerate propulsion in control experiments inhibited the velocity of propulsion. In the presence of threshold (1-10 nM) or full (1 microM) concentration of atropine, which inhibited to a great extent the velocity of propulsion, the inhibitory effect of MEN-10627 (1 microM) was markedly increased. In conclusion, in the rabbit distal colon NK(2) receptors may decelerate propulsion by activating a nitric oxide-dependent neuronal mechanism and may accelerate it by a postjunctional synergistic interaction with cholinergic muscarinic receptors.